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nzymes are known for their lightning speed, working in our cells to catalyze normally slow biological reactions and speeding them up by millions of times. the enzymes that replicate our dnA for cell division,
dnA polymerases, can add about 1000 nucleotides per second to a growing
dnA strand. Structural studies have provided researchers with information
about the position of molecules within the active sites of dnA polymerases
but, until now, it hasn’t been possible to see exactly what happens in that
blindingly fast transfer of molecules that results in newly synthesized dnA.
the researchers in this study developed a method for catalysis in crystallo
that allows them to take molecular snapshots of dnA polymerase in action.
their work, using time-resolved x-ray crystallography, was completed at SercAt beamlines 22-bm-d and 22-id-d at the APS. in addition to uncovering
new details about transient elements involved in catalysis by dnA polymerase, this work extends current technology to allow real-time atomic resolution of an enzymatic reaction.

the researchers, from the national
institutes of health, kumamato university (japan), and zhejiang university
(P.r. china) crystallized human dnA
polymerase  (Pol ), which repairs
breaks in dnA and works at a slower
rate than other dnA polymerases. it
catalyzes a reaction in which an activated phosphate from AtP is used to
create a new bond between an –oh
group from one base in dnA and a
phosphate group in the next dnA base.
the reaction also requires two magnesium ions. A key element of the method
was to get the enzyme crystallized in an
inactive “ground state” that could then
be activated for observation.
the team first crystallized Pol  in
complex with the reactants, dnA and
AtP, in a low-ph and low-magnesium
buffer that inhibited polymerase activity.
the crystals were then placed in a buffer that brought them closer to physiological ph for crystal structure
refinement to 1.50 Å.
catalysis was initiated in crystallo
by moving the crystals into a physiological ph buffer containing magnesium
ions to start the reaction. to get snapshots of the enzyme in action, the reaction was terminated at 40-sec intervals
by freezing the crystals in liquid nitrogen. the in crystallo reactions occurred
~20–100 times slower than the rate of
the reaction in solution.
Structures for the crystals frozen at
various points in time showed the pro106 APS S CIENCE 2012

gression of the reaction much like an
old-time movie. First, at 40 sec the
magnesium ions from the new buffer
started entering the active site and the
binding of the second magnesium ion
resulted in the alignment of the –oh
group from the dnA with the AtP in
their proper orientations. the new bond
between this –oh and the AtP was
starting to form by 80 sec and was 60–
70% complete by 200 sec.
Also at 80 sec, an unexpected
transient player in the reaction appeared. A water molecule that was involved in activation of the reactant, but
incompatible with the product state, appeared to temporarily hydrogen bond
with the –oh group.
in the next step, the nucleotide
transfer occurred, lengthening the dnA
by one unit, and the new backbone
phosphate moved between the attacking and leaving oxygen atoms of the reaction. between 200 and 250 sec the
peak of chemical bond formation occurred and the pyrophosphate product
from the AtP was in a transition state,
ready to be released.
Finally, the team was surprised to
find that as the products began to form,
a third magnesium ion came in to stabilize the reaction products (Fig. 1). this
aspect of the reaction and the water
molecule at 80 sec were previously unobserved transient elements of the reaction.
these results provide a remark-
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able glimpse into the real-time mechanism of enzyme catalysis and uncover
surprising transient elements in an enzyme reaction that had been thoroughly studied by current methods.
the development of in crystallo catalysis clearly offers a new way to view enzymatic reactions. What will they
capture next with their molecular snapshot? — Sandy Field
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Fig. 1. A model of the Pol  active site after product formation. The newly formed phosphodiesterase bond (orange-red)
created by Pol  is shown between DNA bases (yellow-redblue) and surrounded by three coordinated magnesium ions
(purple). The other reaction product, pyrophosphate (PPi, redorange), and the Pol  active site amino acid residues (Arg,
Glu, Asp, Met) are also shown in stick models.
A Quicktime animation of the figure is in the
Supplementary Information at http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v487/n7406/full/na
ture11181.html?WT.mc_id=EN0712MN13#/s
upplementary-information or via this QR code.
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